
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

Etrog, Lulav, Haddas and Arava – Getting Acquainted with the Species 

 

Etrog 

Etrog is a kind of evergreen beautiful tree, and it is also the name of its fruit. The source 

of the name is probably the Persian word Turunj. 

Description 

The source of the etrog is Southeast Asia. The tree is small in size, the branches are 

dense but not thick, and the tree is not particularly hard. The branches have short, hard 

thorns. The color of its young branches is reddish. The fruit has an elongated ovum 

shape, somewhat between that of a lemon and of an orange and is characterized by a 

thick, roughened, fragrant shell, and small juicy slices. At the edge of the fruit there is 

the nipple, which is a remnant of the upper leaf. The color of the fruit is between green 

and yellow and it has a somewhat sour taste. The etrog blossoms in the spring. The 

structure and shape of the flower are identical to other citrus species. Today, the major 

etrog cultivation areas are located in Sicily, Morocco, Crete, Corsica and Puerto Rico. 

 

 

Group Activities (One of the four species is assigned to each group) or individual study 

by which every student concentrates on one of the species. 

 Read the information about the plant that was assigned to you. 

 Fill an identification card for the plant. 

 Design a placard that presents the plant and publicizes it, you may create a slogan, a 

jingle that describes the characteristics of the plant. 

 Try to figure out by which of its features it relates to Sukkot? (Think about its 

description and what it symbolizes) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

 

 

Uses 

The etrog is almost never eaten raw, it is usually eaten in the form of preserves or in 

pastries, such as fruit cakes. The etrog's shell and coating are used to prepare a spice, 

called "zitronat" ("zitronat" in German), for seasoning cakes and cookies found in typical 

German cuisines and for making liqueur. The oil produced from the etrog peel is used in 

the perfume industry. In Judaism, the etrog is one of the four species that are held on 

Sukkot to fulfill a mitzvah. 

The Etrog in Jewish Tradition 

The etrog's importance in Israel's tradition, lies mainly in its is use as a " fruit of a 

beauty" as one of the four species, on Sukkot. During the holiday the etrog is 

meticulously guarded, and sometimes even placed in a special box, beautiful and elegant, 

so as not to be damaged and to glorify the mitzvah. After the holiday there are those 

who customarily embalm the etrog. In the Midrash the etrog serves as a metaphor for 

those of the Jewish people have both Torah and good deeds, because it has both taste 

and scent. 

Maimonides recommended the etrog as a remedy for stings and bites of animals and 

claimed that the juice of the leaves helps to treat conditions of weakness. The Ethiopian 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

Jews used to brush their teeth with the branches of the etrog tree after their internal 

fibers were exposed and attributed to it the properties of a disinfectant that rebuilds 

the destroyed tooth material. If the etrog's nipple is cut or falls of it becomes invalid. 

 

Lulav 

One of the four species, as stated in the Book of Leviticus: "And you shall take on the 

first day, a fruit of a beautiful tree, palm fronds, a branch of a think tree and willows of 

the river, and you shall be joyous before G-d your Lord for seven days"(23:40). 

Its identification is almost certain: a common palm tree - a tree that grows in oases, in 

the Land of Israel in the Jordan Valley and in the northern Sinai Peninsula. Dates are not 

grown in Europe, and therefore the Jewish communities in these areas used to use "dry 

lulavs" – meaning those obtained from the previous year. 

 

The Name 

The name of lulav is derived from the word lev - "heart," which blooms and grows, with a 

branch covering it. The biblical commentator, Unkelus, interpreted "Kapot Temarim" 

(palm fronds) – "lulavin".  The common date is known for its special fronds, which give 

the four species their distinctive appearance. Sometimes, all four species are referred to 

Group Activities (One of the four species is assigned to each group) or individual study 

by which every student concentrates on one of the species. 

 Read the information about the plant that was assigned to you. 

 Fill an identification card for the plant. 

 Design a placard that presents the plant and publicizes it, you may create a slogan, a 

jingle that describes the characteristics of the plant. 

 Try to figure out by which of its features it relates to Sukkot? (Think about its 

description and what it symbolizes) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

as "lulav" - since it is the most noticeable of the species. The blessing said upon taking 

the four species is also "on taking the lulav." 

 

 

Tamar or Tomer is a kind of tall, upright fruit tree of the palm tree family. In the Bible, 

the name of the tree is mentioned both as "Tomer" and as "Tamar." Palm trees in Israel 

are cultured trees, characteristic of the oases of the desert.  All of its parts are used by 

man. The fruit is used for eating and preparing date wine and date honey, the bases of 

the palm fronds (on which the fruits hang) are used for sweeping and plaiting baskets, 

and the trunk is used for building and roofing and may be also used as a trough for 

irrigating flock, after its inner part is removed. 

 

 

The Fruit of the Palm Tree 

The fruit of the date is eaten moist or dry, its taste is very sweet and it has an oval 

shape. The syrup derived from it is called date honey and is used mainly for seasoning, 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

deserts and cakes. The fruit of the date is not mentioned in the Bible. In the Talmud and 

its traditional commentators, the honey in the seven species is interpreted as date 

honey. In Arab countries, the fruit of the date palm is ground and a spice is prepared 

from it. In Morocco it is customary to brew minced date kernels to produce a drink. 

There are different varieties of dates in Israel, most of them were imported (smuggled) 

to Israel from Iraq by Ben Zion Israeli of the Kinneret group. Among the varieties 

available are the Brahitmeri - the yellow date, the red-colored hayani, and the majhoul - 

a large date - the most commercially important, and others. In Israel, date plantations in 

which dates are grown for commercial purposes are located along the Syrian-African 

rift, from Kinneret in the north to the southern Arava. As a common decorative tree, 

palm trees are found all over the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group Activities (One of the four species is assigned to each group) or individual study 

by which every student concentrates on one of the species. 

 Read the information about the plant that was assigned to you. 

 Fill an identification card for the plant. 

 Design a placard that presents the plant and publicizes it, you may create a slogan, a 

jingle that describes the characteristics of the plant. 

 Try to figure out by which of its features it relates to Sukkot? (Think about its 

description and what it symbolizes) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

Hadas 

Hadas is a plant of the Myrtle family. Myrtles are common in the Mediterranean forests. 

 

Properties 

The Hadas tree is between 80 and 250 cm high, with leaves that grow opposite each 

other and that give off a strong scent, the leaves are between three and five 

centimeters long and contain essential oil that gives them a pleasant smell.  The flowers 

of the hadas have five sepals and five petals, which are usually white, and a large number 

of stamens bursting out, giving the entire flower a white-yellow shade. The ripe fruit is 

dark purple-blue. Hadas' grow in Israel as well as elsewhere. 

The areas of its growth in Israel are: the slopes of the Golan and the dry slopes in the 

Upper Galilee, and it is also located in the southern Carmel. It is also common as a 

cultured ornamental plant, being an evergreen bush up to a small tree that reaches the 

height of up to five meters (when cultured). 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

The Hadas in Culture 

The Hadas occupies a prominent place in mythology and religions of nations. The Romans 

viewed it as the bush of the Goddess Venus. Perhaps it is the source of the custom that 

began in early modern Europe to plait myrtle leaves in brides' wreaths. The Hadas also 

serves as a plant from which perfume was produced. In Sardinia and Corsica, a liqueur 

called "Mirtu" is produced from the myrtle. In Sardinia, its special and fragrant liqueur is 

considered one of the island's national drinks. 

The Hadas in the Jewish Life Cycle: The Hadas accompanies the Jewish cycle of life – at 

circumcision ceremonies is customary to recite the blessing over the hadas.  It is used to 

bring joy to the groom and bride on their wedding day, as well as after funerals. Those 

who perform mitzvot extravagantly bring bunches of hadassim on Friday night to their 

home and to the synagogue every Shabbat. 

The Hadas as One of the Four Species 

According to tradition, the hadas is a "bough of a thick tree" (Leviticus 23:40), one of the 

four species on which blessings are recited on Sukkot; In the Babylonian Talmud, Sukkah 

Tractate Sukkah 32b: "Our Rabbis taught: 'A branch of a thick tree', whose branches 

encircle it and which is it? We ought to say this is a Hadas" But according to the 

discussion there, it seems that the tradition came first and only then did the expounding 

and the explanation from the Bible follow. 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

Arava 

Arava is the name of several deciduous tree species and several types of bushes. There 

are 350 Arava species that are mainly located in damp areas of the cold locations in the 

Northern Hemisphere. The Arava is a deciduous plant and usually has elongated leaves. 

The willows breed in sexual reproduction by male and female flowers that appear as 

flowers on other plants. The inflorescences appear in early spring, just before the leaves 

blossom. The fruit of the willow is a small cluster containing innumerable tiny seeds 

(About 0.1 mm in diameter) in white pollen, which helps to disperse them in the wind. 

The various willow species can hybridize and create mixed subspecies, both in natural and 

cultured species. The branches of the white willow are identified as the biblical river 

willows. Five varieties of Arava grow in Israel: the white willow, the willow of the three 

stamens, the pointed willow, the false willow, the weeping willow (the Babylonian willow). 

The White Willow 

The white willow is Identified with the biblical river willows. It is a winter-deciduous tree 

found on river banks in Israel, mainly in the Chula Valley and to a lesser degree in the 

coastal plain as well. The tree grows quickly ("like a tree planted on brooks"). It can reach 

up to 10 meters high and to an impressive sized diameter of the trunk. It is wide and its 

dangling branches are brown-white. Its shell is scarred. The young leaves are hairy on 

both sides and the young branches are hairy. Its mature leaf becomes silver colored only 

Group Activities (One of the four species is assigned to each group) or individual study by which every 

student concentrates on one of the species. 

 Read the information about the plant that was assigned to you. 

 Fill an identification card for the plant. 

 Design a placard that presents the plant and publicizes it, you may create a slogan, a jingle that 

describes the characteristics of the plant. 

 Try to figure out by which of its features it relates to Sukkot? (Think about its description and what it 

symbolizes) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

on its underside, while its upper side is green. The width of the leaf is over 25 mm. The 

leaf's edge is toothed. The white willow blooms from March to June. The flower has two 

stamens. The fruit sits or is carried on a short stipe. The seed has a white pappus, whose 

medicinal properties were discovered by the Egyptians. The white substance that covers 

the outer parts of the tree contains silica, which is derived nowadays artificially and is 

used in the soap industry and for body oils. It grows naturally along river sides in Israel, 

and is used in folk medicine for pain relief, fever reduction, healing of skin disorders, 

urinary tract problems, tonsillitis and gingivitis. 

 

Striking the Arava 

There is custom from the time of the prophets that takes place in Hoshana Rabba. 

Today, the custom has been perpetuated partially to commemorate a practice in the 

Temple. According to the Mishnah, the taking of the Arava was practiced only in the 

Temple. Maimonides considered it a mitzva and called it the mitzvah of Arava In the 

Temple. In the temple a large willow tree was erected in each of the four corners of the 

outer altar, and each individual would take willow branches and would strike the ground 

with them. As mentioned above, as a reminder of the Temple it is customary to strike 

with a willow on the seventh day of Sukkot (Hoshana Rabba). Since the striking with a 

willow is a late custom of the Prophets, there is no blessing for it, but there are versions 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

of requests and prayers that are recited before and after striking the ground with the 

Arava. 

The branches left after the striking the willows on the ground are used as a mascot and 

are used for a mitzvah such as flammable material for baking the Matzot for Passover, 

as is the case with the other species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

May They All be Combined to a Single Batch and they shall Atone for Each 

Other 

Midrashim of the Four Species 

 

 

It is recommended to divide the class into groups. Each group is instructed to read a 

Midrash and to understand the analogy, what the message of the Midrash is and to give 

it an artistic expression via a picture or play. 

The Four Species – These are Israel 

A Fruit of a Beautiful Tree -These are Israel: Just as the Etrog has both taste and 

scent, so among Israel there are those who have both Torah and good deeds. 

Palm Fronds – These are Israel, just as the palm fruit has taste and lacks scent, so 

among Israel there are those who have Torah and lack good deeds. 

And a branch of a thick tree – These are Israel: just as the myrtle has a scent and lacks 

taste so among Israel are those who have good deeds and lack Torah. 

And brook willows – These are Israel: Just as the willow has no taste and no scent, so 

among Israel, there are those who have no Torah nor good deeds. 

And what does the Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He do to them? To abandon them is 

impossible! Rather, The Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He said: May they all be combined to a 

Single Batch and atone for one another (Vayikra Rabba, Chapter 30) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

These Four Species – Correspond to Human Organs 

The fruit of this beautiful tree – the Etrog is analogous to the heart: 

There is a person whose heart is good and is open to people, and there is a person whose 

heart is bad and seeks nothing but to benefit himself. 

The palm fronds - of the lulav is analogous to the human spine: 

There is a person who stands upright and firm against injustice and evil, and there is a 

person who bends his head and succumbs to evil. 

A branch of a thick tree - the leaf of the myrtle is analogous to an eye: 

There is a person who has good eye in relation to others and is willing to help at all times, 

and there is a person whose eye is narrow when concerning his neighbor and he is jealous 

of everything he has. 

And the Brook Willows - The Arava leaf is analogous to the mouth: 

There is a person whose mouth and heart are equal and he has a greeting ready for 

anyone he happens to meet, and there is a person whose mouth whispers nothing but 

gossip and words of humiliation to others. 

Let all these four species emerge and remind us at the beginning of our holiday to 

correspond kindly and calmly to every person, as it is written: 

Those, whom the spirit of the people is comfortable with - the spirit of the Lord is also 

comfortable with. 

(Zvi Shua, according to Vayikra Rabba) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

 

The Four Species - Body Parts and the People 

The fruit of a beautiful tree: The heart, which is likened to the etrog, must be awake and 

sensitive to all the affairs of our people ...  A cracked Etrog us invalid, and so is a Jewish 

heart that is not wholesome with the needs of the nation and the nation's holy elements.  

Palm Fronds: The lulav is similar to the human spine. This spine must also be ours, the 

backbone of our nation. People who have distanced themselves from our people's 

backbone or that the essentiality of a mitzva does not refresh them, become dried out 

and invalid.  

A thick tree branch; the eyes analogous to the Hadas should be ours. They must look at 

what is happening to our people and with our people.  

Brook Willows: The mouth that resembles the Arava must be ours, it ought to speak our 

language and express its spirit, and primarily – it must grow on our waters. 

The Four Species - Parts of the Country 

The four species symbolize regions in Israel, with their characteristic landscapes and 

vegetation: 

The Date - the desert and the Jordan Valley. 

The Etrog - The Sharon orchards and the coastal plain. 

The Thick Tree -  the Hadas - the Mediterranean woods in the mountains, the Galilee 

and the Carmel. 

Brook Willows – Plants of the Brooks. 

Together, they remind us of the landscapes of our beloved country, and we must get 

acquainted with them and love and respect them. 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

Additional Questions 

 To which Midrash can you best relate to? 

 Which of the species to you think you are? 

 Try to compose your own Midrash on the essence of the four species as you see 

them. 

 

 

 

 

From the Exodus from Egypt - to Each Man under his Vine, the Process of 

Settling in the Land 

The idea of sitting in the Sukkah entails reference to the days of wandering while 

residing in permanent homes. It is the temporary that symbolizes the permanent. 

The Four Species also entail a connection between the transformation from a nomadic 

life style to a life of permanent settlement. 

"Palm fronds", to awaken the memories of wandering in the desert, "brook willows" to 

allude to the experience of crossing the Jordan on the way to permanent settlement. 

The "thick tree," symbolizes the wild forests that covered most of the country during 

the settlement period, and that only after they had been uprooted could the Israelites 

cultivate their land and plant any fruit tree. 

Finally, "fruit of the beautiful tree" (orchards) symbolizes the final process of 

settlement: from the Exodus to Egypt till "Each man under his vine and under his fig 

tree..." 

(According to Noga Hareuveni - Neot Kedumim) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

Fruit of a Beautiful Tree, Palm Fronds, A Branch of a Thick Tree, 

Brook Willows 

The Mitzva of the Four Species 

The Mitzva of the Four Species 

 

 Which plants are to be taken? Which are identified by their names and which – not? 

 What is one to do with these plants? (It is not clear, to take – to rejoice with them). 

 

On the first day you are to take a fruit of a beautiful tree, palm fronds, a branch of a thick tree and brook 

willows and rejoice before the G-d your Lord for seven days.  Celebrate this as a festival to G-d for seven 

days each year. This is to be a lasting ordinance for the generations to come; celebrate it in the seventh 

month.  Live in temporary shelters for seven days: All native-born Israelites are to live in such shelters so 

your descendants will know that I had the Israelites live in temporary shelters when I brought them out of 

Egypt.  
(Leviticus 23, 33) 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

Fronds – leaves of the palm tree. Surround – Cover (huppa), its tree – its stem, the 

leaves cover the stem so that it is not seen. 

 

 What are the four species according Maimonides' commentary? 

 What are the conditions the Lulav must meet? What are those of the Haddas? What 

are those of the Arava? 

 What connection can you find (surmise) between each of the species and the Sukkot 

holiday? Consider the time of the year they ripen, the building of the sukkah, the 

season in nature and in agriculture. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Laws of Lulav, Chapter 7, Maimonides, Mishneh Torah 

A. The term "the fronds of the date palm" employed by the Torah refers to the branches 

of the date palm as they sprout before their leaves separate and spread out in various 

directions. Rather, they should appear as a scepter. This is called Lulav. 

B. The "fruit of a beautiful tree" mentioned in the Torah is the Etrog. And the "bough of 

a thick tree" mentioned in the Torah is the myrtle, whose leaves surround its branch... 

C.  The term "willows of the brook" mentioned by the Torah does not include just any 

plant that grows by a brook, but rather a particular species, which is called the "willows 

of the brook."...The majority of this species grow near brooks. Therefore, it is called the 

"willows of the brook."  Even if this species grew in the desert or on a mountain, it would 

be kosher. 



 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 

 

What characterizes each one of the species in the following song? 

We Have Guests – Lyrics and Melody: 

Mark warshawsky 

A holiday for us - be happy 

Children, let us joyous be 

To our Sukkah, a guest just came 

A golden Etrog – come and see 

 

Together we shall celebrate 

With Lulav, Hadas and Etrog 

Wow Hey, let us all rejoice  

Make a circle girls and boys 

 

A holiday for us - be happy 

Children, let us all joyous be 

To our Sukkah, a guest just came 

A green Lulav is welcome here! 

Together we shall celebrate... 

   

A holiday for us - be happy 

Children, let us joyous be 

To our Sukkah, a guest just came 

A scented Haddas is welcome here! 

 

Together we shall celebrate... 

 

Now together, all you children 

Welcome one more guest you see 

Just one more - let's greet it gladly 

It's the willow of the stream 

 

 

 

 

 


